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There is a long and honorable tradition of studying animals to scrutinize the specificity of speech perception in humans. Take speech sounds, such as 'p' and 'b', as in 'pin' and 'bin'. Remarkably, humans perceive these sounds in a categorical fashion: series of sounds varying between 'pin' and 'bin' by small increments are perceived as a succession of the same sound except for a sudden jump between 'p' and 'b', right in the middle of the continuum.
Twenty years after the discovery of this phenomenon in humans [1] , categorical effects using the same speech sounds were reported in animals [2] . Other properties of speech perception initially deemed specific to humans, such as the perceptual invariance with respect to variations in speech rate and phonetic context, were similarly found in animals [3] . A recent study by Comins and Gentner [4] in Current Biology focuses on the learning mechanisms that could give rise to sound categories using songbirds. Speech category learning is, a priori, a good candidate for a dedicated mechanism. Even though the inventories of speech categories are variable across languages, infants learn them quickly, reliably, and without formal supervision [5] . In contrast, past a critical period, they are very difficult to learn, as becomes evident when adults learn a second language [6] . Finally, speech sounds do not fall into well-separated clusters that could be discovered using a bottom-up mechanism that would group sounds on the basis of their similarity [7] . It is now believed that infants learn speech categories through a dedicated architecture using both bottom-up and top-down mechanisms, notably through the integration of word-level information [8] .
In their paper, Comins and Gentner [4] focus on top-down mechanisms and ask whether they could also be found in birds. They set up an ingenious experiment whereby European starlings (Sturnus vulgaris; Figure 1 ) first learn abstract patterns constructed from vocalizations from their own species-specific repertoire, and are then tested on their abilities to classify these vocalizations into individual categories. They show that the first kind of learning facilitates the second.
European starlings use complex vocalizations consisting of sequences of motifs. The motifs are rather short stretches of sounds (between 250 milliseconds and 1.5 seconds) that can be classified into four broad categories based on their acoustic characteristics [9] . In Figure 2 , tokens from two motif categories (the warbles and the rattles) are shown. Each bird possesses a rather distinctive, finite repertoire of such motifs, although more motifs can be added throughout their life [10] .
In the first part of the experiment, the training phase, birds are trained to discriminate between two abstract patterns: first, an ABAB or BABA pattern (A corresponding to warbles, and B to rattles, respectively); second, an AABB or BBAA pattern. These were constructed by concatenating warbles and rattles recorded from a bird that did not participate in the study. The training phase uses a go-nogo procedure, whereby birds are rewarded by food if they peck on a central hole following one of the patterns, but are punished by a 10 second delay if they peck following the other pattern. One crucial aspect of such training is that animals are not directly trained to discriminate warbles from rattles. Indeed, there are an equal number of warbles and rattles in the two pattern types; the only thing that distinguishes these patterns is the order of their constituents.
In the second part of the experiment, the test phase, birds are tested whether they can discriminate warbles from rattles, using the same procedure. As all animals eventually succeed in doing so, the dependent measure analyzed by the authors is the learning rate, the idea being that animals that were trained with the higher order patterns should learn the categories faster than naive animals.
As a control, the authors introduced a group of birds also trained with go-nogo but using pseudo-patterns made up of random sets of tokens. To address the fact that random sets could be depressingly harder to learn than coherent patterns, the authors introduced a clever twist to their design: when an error was made, animals were given the opportunity to correct their response through the repetition of the same trial. Comins and Gentner [4] found that in both experimental and control groups, the birds learned to correct their responses, such that at the end, both groups received comparable amounts of total reinforcement.
The results were clear-cut: birds in the training group learned the warble and rattle categories faster than the naive group and the control group did. This is a fine demonstration that in birds, too, learning higher order patterns can influence the classification of the constituents of the pattern. Does this mean, though, that the learning mechanisms used by infants to learn phonetic categories are not language-specific and are shared with songbirds? The truth being in the detail, two important differences between humans and birds prevent us from Spectrograms of sample tokens in the warble category (top) and rattle category (bottom). Image from [4] . jumping to this conclusion. One is rather technical, the other more fundamental.
Lexical versus Rule-Based Patterns
In infants, the top-down influences that have been demonstrated are linked to the peculiar compositional relationship that exists between sounds and words in human languages. Imagine you are learning a language and you are not sure whether 'a' and 'o' are the same sounds. You do not know the meaning of any word, but you have heard both 'guta' and 'guto'. Such cases are called 'minimal pairs', as they only differ in one sound. Due to the statistical distribution of speech sounds in the lexicon, the probability that two words drawn at random form a minimal pair is extremely low. If you hear many such pairs you should conclude that 'a' and 'o' belong to the same category, and that 'guta' is the same word as 'guto'. In contrast, if you only hear these sounds in different contexts, as in 'guta' and 'lito' (maximal pairs), you should conclude that 'a' and 'o' belong to different categories. Such effects of minimal versus maximal pairs have been documented experimentally in artificial languages presented both to adults and infants [8] . Computational models have shown that such top down effects help learning phonemes [11] [12] [13] .
The situation is quite different in the study of Comins and Gentner [4] , which did not distinguish minimal from maximal pairs. Instead, animals were presented, not with words, but with patterns that can be characterized as 'abstract algebraic rules'. One pattern can be written as xyxy (where x and y are variables ranging over two categories), and the other xxyy. These two patterns differ in their abstract properties, like the number of immediate repetitions or alternations. It turns out that infants can learn such algebraic rules (eg, xxy or xyy) [14] , but using cognitive mechanisms that seem different from those for learning words [15] . In addition, to my knowledge, no study has tested whether abstract rules yield top-down effects in category learning in humans. In brief, the relationship between the high level patterns and the sound categories is very different in the human and the bird case, making it difficult to conclude that the mechanisms are the same.
Supervised versus Unsupervised Learning
It is a remarkable fact that during the first year of life, infants start learning word and sound categories without being rewarded by their parents for doing so. This is why most studies have linked early language acquisition to so-called statistical learning mechanisms where categories emerge from the distribution of sounds (or sounds and images) in a non-supervised fashion [16] [17] [18] . In contrast, in the study of Comins and Gentner [4] , birds are rewarded to discriminate patterns. The reinforcement situation directly indicates how many patterns should be discriminated, and the reinforcer indicates whether the organism made a correct or incorrect decision.
How important is this difference? Computationally speaking, unsupervised and supervised learning problems have distinct properties. The former, also referred to as 'implicit learning', can be described as modeling the statistical distribution of inputs, and has been linked to mechanisms of local plasticity in the brain [19] . The latter amounts to finding the optimal decision given an input, and has been linked to reward circuits [20] . An open question is, therefore, whether a reinforcer is essential to observe a top-down effect in birds, or whether it can arise under implicit conditions as in infants.
To sum up, despite two potentially important caveats, the research by Comins and Gentner [4] clearly demonstrates the possibility of top-down learning mechanisms fostering sound category learning in a nonhuman species. This opens up a fascinating research avenue to explore commonalities and differences in the computational components used in communication systems across species.
